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Title : The Ancient Rites of Passage - Handbook
Subject : Personal Healing Through Planetary Service
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Anna Hayes Gruber
Keywords :
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just above the skin over your 6th Chakra between the brows. EXHALE then take



File : 1999-12_Kathara1_scan.pdf
Title : Kathara 1 - Manual
Subject : Introduction to Kathara Bio-regenesis technologies, Color, Symbol, Sound

and Bio-regenesis
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  121

Client"s Soul Matrix, asking how you may best serve the Client"s Highest Evolution; guidance

Page:  139

feels like a skin around (as well as within) your body .. .

close to your skin. (This Maharicl Christos skin charges and saturates your etheric

This Maharicl Christos skin charges and saturates your etheric body- feel the peacefulness and

Page:  237

feels like a skin around (as well as within) your body. Begin to

close to your skin. (This Maharic/ Christos skin charges and saturates your etheric

This Maharic/ Christos skin charges and saturates your etheric body- feel the peacefulness
and

Page:  258

the Pale Silver Skin all round your body I etheric body ... and be

the Pale Silver Skin all round you. Take a few breaths to do this

Page:  260

itching of the skin at the Chakra region (the Cue Response), use a

Page:  267

forms a thin, skinlike membrane or "Tissue Capsule" surrounding each of the 5
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Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  23

Guardian visitors are asking humans to help, by using their personal bio-energetic fields
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Title : Tangible Structure of the Soul - Handbook
Subject : Multidimensional anatomy, ascension teachings, accelerated bio-spiritual

evolution program
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  58

spiritual reality, thus masking the reality of sophisticated, elegant, order and a framework for



File : 1999_Voyagers1_Intro.pdf
Title : Voyagers I (Intro Section) - Book
Subject : The Sleeping Abductees, Second Edition (Intro Section only, ruman

numeral pages)
Author : Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  1

best approached by asking the question: What do we really know about the nature

Page:  20

and deep blue skin. Many years later I would understand that this plethora of

Page:  21

an Elder, pale-skinned hominid Sirian race frequently called the Founders; the Aethien, large,

with translucent white skin, almond-shaped eyes of various hues and kinky white hair;

elongated heads and skin/hair colors representing all of those apparent on Earth plus

Page:  44

B Azurite Blue-skinned Feline-land-water-mammal-Avian-Hominid hybrid Azurite Eieyani Grail
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Keywords :
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enough to begin asking the right questions in regard to three-dimensional UFOs. We

Page:  3

individuals to begin asking the right questions. Much is being withheld globally by such

Page:  9

engineering. The blue-skinned Zephelium are the administrator caste of the Zeta, governing
all

Page:  16

courage to begin asking the right questions! The idea of an Interior World Government

Page:  19

answers for. By asking the right questions you will begin a personal spiritual odyssey

Page:  58

enough to begin asking the right questions? How many will dare to believe stories

Page:  115

We are simply asking you, for the sake of your evolution, to look at

Page:  116

them we are asking you to take control of the program as it operates

Page:  144

information you are asking to receive. (If you are bilingual, phrase the question

Page:  154

inward, through the skin and into an imagined center line of energy that runs

Page:  163

are a blue,skinned, sometimes winged and feathered, Feline-land and water mammal-Avian





File : 2000-02_BeyondTheVeilsTranscript_scan.pdf
Title : Beyond the Veils (Transcript)
Subject : Transcript for the Beyond the Veils workshop, includes session with AZara
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :
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head, into the skin, into the skull and into the brain. Feel it moving,

Page:  19

the base, the skinny point. And way up above, the mouth of it opens

Page:  34

with deep-brown skin and large green eyes. You knew me as a woman

Page:  41

going inward and asking, and eventually you will. We"ve had very good luck with
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Title : Angelic Realities - Book
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Keywords :

Page:  18

B Azurite Blue-skinned Feline-landwater-mammal-Avian-Hominid hybrid Azurite Eieyani Grail
Line

Page:  31

Kurendara Nibiruian Orange-skinned "Grays" DracosZeta-Anunnaki hybrids; Drakon Orion
bipedal "Dragons";

Page:  49

NOT REFERENCE TO SKIN COLOR), THE BELIL SUNS, THE DIAMOND SUNS • BLACK SUNS-



File : 2001-05_SecretsOfLemuriaTranscript_scan.pdf
Title : Secrets of Lemuria (transcript)
Subject : Partial transcript for Kauai workshop
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  2

human lines. Their skin color is pale to deeper blue. They are a density



File : 2001-12_TheRealChristmasStory_scan.pdf
Title : The Real Christmas Story - Handbook
Subject : Eieyani dispensation
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  11

Kings, a brown-skinned Ram-vita Grail King from India, a yellow-skinned Yu

India, a yellow-skinned Yu Grail King from Tibet and a white-skinned Serres-

and a white-skinned Serres-Egyptian Grail King from Sakkara Egypt, were scheduled to

excreted through the skin during activation of Turn-Stile DNA in the Human Atomic

gently dusting the skin after one has passed through a Star Gate andre-manifested

Page:  12

pending trouble and asking his assistance. Ben-Yumen offered Ma"a his two camels and

Page:  13

given a small skin drum by Joehius, and provided with 2 different drumbeat codes,

upon his small skin drum. Hearing the odd drumming in the silent night, the

Page:  15

physically tangible small, skin drum, like the one he had played in the stable.



File : 2001_MastersTemplarStewardshipFieldGuide_scan.pdf
Title : Masters Templar Stewardship - Field Guide
Subject : Planetary Shields Clinic Field Guide
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  13

feels like a skin around (as well as within) your body ... as

close to your skin. (This Maharic/ Christos skin charges, and saturates, your etheric

This Maharic/ Christos skin charges, and saturates, your etheric body- feel the peacefulness
and

Page:  31

the Pale Silver Skin all round your body I etheric body ... and be

the Pale Silver Skin all round you. Take a few breaths to do this



File : 2001_MastersTemplarStewardshipManual_scan.pdf
Title : Masters Templar Stewardship - Manual
Subject : Templar Stewardship (without roman numeral pages, so pg numbers

should be correct or very close)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  7

8 Azurite Blue-skinned Feline-/and-watermammal-Avian-Hominid hybrid Azurite Eieyani Grail
Line

Page:  20

Art of "Asking the Right Questions" in all circumstances is an invaluable tool

Page:  77

Angelic Hominid Blue-skinned, feline-avian-cetacean hominid Anuhazi (feline-hominid,
Elohei-Eiohim

Page:  79

are a blue-skinned landwater mammal feline-avian hominid, some bearing feathered heads
and

Page:  80

to pale-blue skin, elongated skulls, petite, childlike facial features, six fingers and toes,

Page:  81

be lighter in skin color, are more vegetarian in diet, prefer warmer waters, are

Page:  84

Cloister-"white "-skinned line, Breanoua Cloister "red "-skinned line and Yunaseti

"red "-skinned line and Yunaseti "black"-skinned line, combined with a

Yunaseti "black"-skinned line, combined with a dominant Shambali and recessive Bhrama
Mixed

Melchizedek Cloister-"yellow"-skinned line, Yunaseti Cloister "yellow"-skinned line and Hibiru "

Cloister "yellow"-skinned line and Hibiru "white"-skinned line, combined with equal

Hibiru "white"-skinned line, combined with equal proportions of the Shambali and Bhrama

Page:  85

Melchizedek Cloister-"red"-skinned line, Hibiru Cloister "white "-skinned line and Ur-

"white "-skinned line and Ur-Antrian "brown"-skinned line, combined with



Antrian "brown"-skinned line, combined with a dominant Bhrama and recessive Shambali
Mixed

Page:  179

of the body"s skin as a crystalline liquid, just before bodily "de-manifestation".

excreted from the skin and turned to powder. The Anunnaki had only about 3

powder from the skin via electrostatic collection before the DNA Template turned in on

Page:  258

black and brown skinned Haitian-Bimini Island races. Easter Island Cue Site-2 Muavaharivi

brown and white skinned races and Nepal Vortex-3 Himalayas. Mali Indigo Grail Line:

Grail Line: White-skinned Druedeks of Nohassa Atlantis. TRIBE-4: Nuagu Hali (Pronounced:

Peru and light-skinned, often fair or red-haired Celtic-Druedek Mu"A lonians (

and Scandinavian white-skinned blond-haired races, brown-skinned Rama races of India
Thar

haired races, brown-skinned Rama races of India Thar Desert Cue Site-6. Maji

and indigenous olive-skinned peoples of Paxos Island Greece. Maji Indigo Grail Line: Original

and original olive-skinned green-eyed lonians of Paxos Island. TRIBE-S: Chia Zhun

8 original yellow-skinned races and original brown-skinned races of Taklamakan Desert Tibet.

and original brown-skinned races of Taklamakan Desert Tibet. Maji Indigo Grail Line: Original

Tibetan light-brown-skinned, light-eyed races of Lop Nor Taklamakan Tibet region before

Page:  259

SG-9 brown-skinned races and Westbury area Southern England white-skinned, dark-haired

Southern England white-skinned, dark-haired races Cue Site-9. Maji Indigo Grail Line:

dark-eyed fair-skinned original English Mu"A Melchizedek races. TRIBE-1 0: Ma"ah-hu-

Line: Light-brown-skinned light-eyed, dark-haired races and dark-eyed Essene-Melchizedek

Scotland lowlands; white-skinned European races now in England, France, Russia, USA and
Germany.

Celtic-Druids", white-skinned, frequently red-haired. The true "King Arthur" Grail Line.

SG-12 white-skinned and original MU"a Lemurian Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned, dark-eyed

Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned, dark-eyed races; exiled to Easter Island and Machu Picchu,

Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned and KatharA white-skinned races of Southern France. The
MCEO

and KatharA white-skinned races of Southern France. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  261

tall bipedal blue-skinned lnsectoid-Reptilian-Serpent seed race); many strains. Azazae/ (Blue



Page:  263

Hook Nose", olive-skinned Humanoid Sirian Anunnaki (Jehovian-SatainNephilim-Omicron-
Nephite Human). Core

Page:  265

Anunnaki black-haired, tanskinned, "Hook Nose" tall humanoid-insectoid-reptilian-serpent
(Amealian-



File : 2002_DanceForCommonHandbook_scan.pdf
Title : Dance For Series - Handbook
Subject : Common handbook for all ten associated Workshops (March "02 - Aug "03)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  63

like a "skin" around and within your body ... this is loading your

Page:  64

"Maharic/Christos skin" as it charges and saturates your physical and etheric bodies

Page:  69

the Pale Silver Skin all round your body I etheric body ... and be

the Pale Silver Skin all round you. Take a few breaths to do this

Page:  125

Radial Body "skin" forms an "energy capsule" in which one 3-D

Page:  131

Angelic Hominid Blue-skinned, feline-avian-cetacean hominid Anuhazi (feline-hominid,
Elohei-Eiohim

Page:  132

black and brown skinned Haitian-Bimini Island races. Easter Island Cue Site-2 Muavaharivi

brown and white skinned races and Nepal Vortex-3 Himalayas. Maji Indigo Grail Line:

Grail Line: White-skinned Druedeks of Nohasa Atlantis. TRIBE-4: Nuagu Hali (Pronounced:

Peru and light-skinned- often fair or red-haired Celtic-Druedek Mu"A lonians (

and Scandinavian white skinned blond-haired races, brown-skinned Rama races of India Thar

haired races, brown-skinned Rama races of India Thar Desert Cue Site-6. Maji

and indigenous olive-skinned peoples of Paxos Island Greece. Maji Indigo Grail Line: Original

and original olive-skinned green-eyed lonians of Paxos Island. TRIBE-S: Chia Zhun

8 original yellow-skinned races, and original brown-skinned races of Taklamakan Desert
Tibet-

and original brown-skinned races of Taklamakan Desert Tibet- Cue Site. Maji Indigo Grail

Tibetan light-brown-skinned, light-eyed races of Lop Nor Taklamakan Tibet region before

SG-9 brown-skinned races and Westbury area Southern England white-skinned, dark-haired



Southern England white-skinned, dark-haired races Cue Site-9. Maji Indigo Grail Line:

dark-eyed fair-skinned original English Mu"A Melchizedek races. TRIBE-1 0: Ma"ah-hu-

Line: Light-brown-skinned light-eyed, dark-haired races and dark-eyed Essene-Melchizedek

Scotland lowlands; white-skinned European races now in England, France, Russia, USA and
Germany.

"CelticDruids", white-skinned, frequently red-haired. The true "King Arthur"" Grail Line.

SG-12 white-skinned and original MU"a Lemurian Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned, dark-eyed

Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned, dark-eyed races; exiled to Easter Island and Machu Picchu

Kauai Hawaiian brown-skinned and KatharA white-skinned races of Southern France. The
MCEO

and KatharA white-skinned races of Southern France. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  137

B Azurite Blue-skinned Feline-land-watermammal-Avian-Hominid hybrid Azurite Eieyani Grail
Line

Page:  150

tall bipedal blue-skinned lnsectoid-Reptilian-Serpent seed race); many strains. Azazael (Blue-

Page:  152

Hook Nose", olive-skinned Humanoid Sirian Anunnaki (Jehovian-Satain-Nephilim-Omicron-
Nephite-Human).

Page:  154

black-haired, tan-skinned, "Hook Nose" tall humanoid-insectoid-reptilian-serpent (Amealian-

Page:  160

to from a skin around, and within every cell of your body. The Maharic

1" above the skin. This Pale Silver Maharic "Christos Skin" charges and saturates

Maharic "Christos Skin" charges and saturates your etheric body with Eckasha Code amplified

Sheath "Christos Skin" further outward around your body and into your Auric Field,

Maharic Sheath Christos Skin begins to assume the tear-drop shape of the Eckasha.

Eckasha "Christos Skin" Maharic Sheath out into the Universe as far as you

Page:  165

it touches your skin, cool, warm, cold, hot, comfortable? Observe ... Is there any

Page:  204

just above the skin, between the radiant Etheric Body field (approximately 1-inch

inch above the skin) and the physical body. The Crimson Line also appears in



Page:  211

it touches your skin, cool, warm, cold, hot, comfortable? Observe .... ls there any



File : 2002_VoyagersII_scan.pdf
Title : Voyagers II - Secrets of Amenti
Subject : Freedom Teachings
Author : Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  4

Ceres of Mu, asking for assistance and many of them defected to the territories

Page:  9

Ur-Antrians-brown skinned-strand #2 2. Breanoua-red skinned-strand #3

2. Breanoua-red skinned-strand #3 3. Hibiru-white skinned-strand #4

3. Hibiru-white skinned-strand #4 4. Melchizedeks-yellow skinned-strand #5

4. Melchizedeks-yellow skinned-strand #5 5. Yunaseti-black skinned-strand #6

5. Yunaseti-black skinned-strand #6 The Cloistered races populated the Earth for

Page:  17

ago, a red skinned race, who were responsible for assembling DNA strand #3.

Page:  28

a dark brown skinned race whose genetic imprint would be carried as a recessive

Page:  29

originally began the yellowskinned races on Earth, they are not limited to manifesting
through

Page:  80

for the white skinned races, have within their seven subraces a white skinned sub-

subraces a white skinned sub-race with a dominant Aryan or Hibiru Cloister gene,

gene, a black skinned sub-race with a dominant Euanjhechi or Yunaseti Cloister gene,

gene, a yellow skinned sub-race with a dominant Muvarian or Melchizedek Cloister gene,

gene, a brown skinned sub-race with a dominant Lemurian or Ur-Antrian gene,

Page:  81

and a red skinned sub-race with a dominant Adantean or Breanoua Cloister gene.

bear the primary skin color of their Root Race and Cloister, who carry a

genetic lineage, or skin color is as ridiculous and unfounded a notion as gender



Page:  251

Angelic Hominid Blue-skinned, feline-avian-cetacean hominid Anuhazi (feline-hominid,
Elohei-Elohim

Page:  253

are a blue-skinned land-water mammal feline-avian hominid, some bearing feathered heads

Page:  255

white to paleblue skin, elongated skulls, petite, childlike facial features, six fingers and toes,

Page:  256

be lighter in skin color, are more vegetarian in diet, prefer warmer waters, are

Page:  260

Cloister "white"-skinned line, Breanoua Cloister "red" -skinned line and Yunaseti

"red" -skinned line and Yunaseti "black" -skinned line, combined with

"black" -skinned line, combined with a dominant Shambali and recessive Bhrama Mixed

Page:  261

Cloister-"yellow" -skinned line, Yunaseti Cloister "yellow" -skinned line and Hibiru

"yellow" -skinned line and Hibiru "white" -skinned line, combined with

"white" -skinned line, combined with equal proportions of the Shambali and Bhrama

Page:  262

"red" -skinned line, Hibiru Cloister "white" -skinned line and Ur-

"white" -skinned line and Ur-Antrian "brown"" -skinned line, combined

"brown"" -skinned line, combined with a dominant Bhrama and recessive Shambali Mixed

Page:  385

beauty is only skin deep" when it comes to both the spiritual and scientific



File : 2003-02_ForbiddenTestaments_scan.pdf
Title : The Forbidden Testaments of Revelation 1 - Handbook
Subject : The Cosmic Clock, Secrets of Lohas and the Arc of the Covenant
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  38

charge), "&tfVY Skin" C.lled the [).f!llfloll Reid, IIIlich giiiWIIItla V!



File : 2003-05_CouncilCommunicationOpenLetter.pdf
Title : Council Communication Open Letter
Subject : Guidance and information for the KS eGroup
Author : Ma"a speaking on bahalf of the Eieyani Ecka Council
Keywords :

Page:  26

might we suggest asking one"s questions in a loving, appreciative, kindly, sincere Christiac
manner;



File : 2003-08_DanceForJoy2Transcript_scan.pdf
Title : Dance for Joy 2 (workshop transcript)
Subject : Transcript for Dance For Joy 2 Workshop (Andorra, First HeThaLOn peak)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  16

Etheric body "skin"). 6 Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling, the

Page:  27

what I"ve been asking them since they started giving us the big mechanics on

Page:  62

the game. I"m asking you for it now. This is a different kind of

Page:  68

energy that they"re asking us - it was like, literally, excuse me, interrupt this

Page:  70

legs, due to skin or muscle damage, is not possible, massage (again with

inch above The skin can be substituted. So, make your way over to The

Page:  77

in. Ma"a is asking us to consider for a moment The position that we"re



File : 2003-10_CosmicClockReset_Scan.pdf
Title : The Cosmic Clock Reset - Handbook
Subject : Entering the Reusha-TA Great Healing Cycle
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  39

Etheric body "skin"). · 6 Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling,

Page:  41

Etheric body "skin"). Hold the breath ·briefly while imagining, or feeling, the

Page:  43

Etheric body "skin"). . . . 22 Hold the breath briefly while imagining,

Page:  45

Etheric body ""skin")~ 5. Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling, the



File : 2003-11_SecretsOfYugasSupplement_Scan.pdf
Title : Secrets of the Yugas - Supplement
Subject : Celestial Arcs and Angles, the Monadic Key and Time Projection
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  3

that you are asking it to reveal its truth in a symbol code. You



File : 2004-04_Kathara23-Manual_scan.pdf
Title : Kathara Levels 2 & 3 Foundations - Manual
Subject : Awakening the Living Lotus, Healing Facilitation Through Crystal Body

Alignment
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  117

of the body"s skin as a crystalline liquid, just before bodily "de-manifestation".

Page:  287

to from a.skin around, and within every cell of your body. The Maharic

1" above the skin. This Pale Silver Maharic "Christos Skin" charges and saturates

Maharic "Christos Skin" charges and saturates your etheric body with Eckasha Code amplifies

Sheath "Christos Skin" further outward around your body and into your Auric Field,

Maharic Sheath Christos Skin begins to assume the tear-drop shape of the Eckasha.

Eckasha "Christos Skin" Maharic Sheath out into the Universe as far as you

Page:  288

it touches your skin, cool, wami, cold, hot, comfortable? Observe .... ls there any

Page:  295

it touches your skin, cool, warm, cold, hot, comfortable? Observe .... ls there any

Page:  303

Etheric body "skin"). 6 Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling, the

Page:  305

Etheric body "skin"). 6 Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling, the

Page:  307

Etheric body "skin"). · Hold the breath briefly while imagining, or feeling, the

Page:  313

fizziness" under your skin, or an occasional, "----"" soft, "crackle and pop" as

Page:  339

1-2" above skin, not directly on skin. No physical touch is required in

not directly on skin. No physical touch is required in the Lotus Run Procedure.





File : 2004-09_MichaelMaryLine_scan.pdf
Title : The UK Michael-Mary Line - Handbook
Subject : The Zendradon, Ecka-Indigo Shiled and Planetary Shield Awakening of the

Universal Indigo Sun and Planetary Diamond Sun Host
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  63

roergy capsula "skin" around the Pre·Lighl Trion Field) le called !

rgol, •fnt11Jf Skin" Celltd lht 0.1! Rolon Fltid, which gonmtu 1 VIrtual Flold

Page:  120

the inside "skin" of the Khem-Code Sphere around the head; do not



File : 2005-01_KethradonAwakening_scan.pdf
Title : Kethradon Awakening - Handbook
Subject : Indigo India and the Kethradon Awakening Starburst 13 and the Gifts of

Rama
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  10

liquid-aystal "skin" and reversed-polarity "solid crystal" core. Descenaing Dimensional Etheric

Page:  61

just above the skin. 10. Exhale· gently and return to easy Double /



File : 2005-03_IntroKathara4_scan.pdf
Title : Elements of Kathara 4 - Handbook
Subject : Installment 1 - the Eiradon Awakening, the Voyager Trinity Time Wave,

Ra-Sha-LA Restoration, the Ah-Seu-Ra-Shan State and the Hon"a-til-E-a
Run

Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  18

ins.ide "skin" of the Khem-Code Sphere around the head; do not

Page:  38

just above the skin. 10. Exhale gently and return to easy Double Arc! Ethos



File : 2005-03_KeysMasteringAscension_scan.pdf
Title : Keys for Mastering Ascension
Subject : Kathara Team Module studying the Veca codes
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  4

body, your holographic skin. These capsules surround each densijy level of our OVtfl multi-



File : 2005-05_EthradonAwakeningDiary_scan.pdf
Title : Ethradon Awakening - Diary
Subject : Morocco Workshop Diary
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  2

they paint their skins with blue dye. As a consequenc, they are often referred

dye protects their skin from the sun, wind, mosquitos AND also acts as a

Page:  3

means "Black-skin". There are black-skinned peoples in North Africa however the

There are black-skinned peoples in North Africa however the majority of Berbers are

are light brown-skinned. In the North, the Jallabah is the national dress. It

Page:  18

but by the skin of the teeth so to speak. The Guardians informed Ash



File : 2005-05_EthradonAwakeningTranscript_scan.pdf
Title : Ethradon Awakening (partial Morocco workshop transcript)
Subject : Partial transcript for Morocco Workshop, includes PSONNs
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  13

breezes caress your skin Know our love is there A distance seeming endless Dissolves

Page:  28

breeze caress your skin Know our love is there A distance seeming endless Dissolves



File : 2005-10_EngagingGodLanguages_scan.pdf
Title : Engaging the God Languages - Handbook
Subject : Discover the languages of creation and how to use them to embody your

God-Self
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Kathara Team
Keywords :

Page:  19

as a thin, skin- like membrane or "Tissue Capsule" surrounding each of the



File : 2005-10_WhispersRashaReishATranscript_scan.pdf
Title : Whispers of the Rasha ReishA (workshop transcript)
Subject : Partial transcript for the Whispers Ws (where upstep to HaaTUrs occurred)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :

Page:  6

is like the skin of your reion field void body. Now, in a normal

Page:  23

and through your skin as well your skin sees and reads too all these

as well your skin sees and reads too all these things affect you every
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Title : Whispers of the Rasha ReishA - Supplement
Subject : Revelations of the Unspoken Ones, The Ha"ahTUr"s and the HUB:

Introduction to the Monadic Masters in Hidden Worlds of the Yunasai and
the Path of Kanatareiah

Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :
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breezes caress your skin lm-Ta-ShA" E"-TU ah-A" jha-en-00"



File : 2006-04Ta-kEy-onCycleInitiation_scan.pdf
Title : Ta-kEy-on Cycle Initiation - Technique
Subject : Tauren Light Seed Activation Part 2, Opening the Diamond Door
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
Keywords :

Page:  1

surface of the skin. Hold mental attention on this point in a relaxed, easy,

Page:  3

thin "silver-skin" membrane around the Inner 1-inch-white-light-sphere, which

Silver-Sphere "skin" EXPANDS back outward to again become the Outer 3-inch-

form the silver-skin, then expands outward"inflating" upon exhale(" "un-crumpling"sound).

inch-si/ver-skin, expand to 3-inch Outer silver-sphere, as Inner 1-

to silver -skin-membrane around Inner 1-inch-white-light- sphere, and end

Page:  4

layer" appears, still masking the contents of the spherical structure within. Again, use mental

Page:  7

surface or"" outer-skin" of the PartikE; composed of the Ka Thermo-geleziac field

or" "middle-skin" of the PartikE; composed of the Jha-Da Ecto-geleziac

surface or"" inner-skin" of the PartikE; composed of the Jha-Fa Neuro-geleziac
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Page:  3

you could try asking anyone who went outside at about 3.15 am, during the
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Page:  11

the tissue capsule skin that forms around each of the Hova Bodies. It consists
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Page:  18

a crystalline "skin," the Magenta Flame can no longer bum; therefore, the Metatronic

Page:  62

inch above the skin surface. During the "Lotus Bud" breath technique, the 6
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Page:  7

down trees without asking permission, because they"re "God" too. Atoms and molecules are

Page:  23

you are actually asking to be victimized. You are victimizing yourself because you are

Page:  37

might we suggest asking one"s questions in a loving, appreciative, kindly, sincere Christiac
manner;
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Page:  14

crystalline boundary or skin forms around the integrated Kathara Grids for each Crystal Body

outer Crystal Body skin. Crystal Body Tem~ates of the Ed<a-Veca Body

Page:  25

Holographic Crystal Body skin. The Rod and Staff LotE Lines cross over each other,

Page:  36

blood, bone, and skin crystals that serve as interfaces between etheric and atomic energies

a "poison skin" in between our Atomic currents and the natural etheric blueprints,
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Page:  10

with, even on asking for an Adashi Host situation - because when you get

Page:  70

doing, and they"re asking those of us who are here ... those who can

Page:  85

amounts. They are asking that - not that anybody should be worrying about it

Page:  89

Mahatma actually were asking for the assistance from the Kristics, because the Bourgha were

Page:  144

to Beloveds and asking question of Beloveds) I thought that wasn"t coming until 2008?
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Page:  5

organic, specialized, KAylon Skin Crystals, and Alon-Prana-Crystals in the blood that allow

that allow the skin to capture the energy of sunlight and the EM spectrum,
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Page:  4

You might try asking them first if they want to work with you. There

Page:  17

doing it without asking for a resume.s They do not even ask. One

Page:  20

It meets the skinny line of whatever you have activated and begins to progressively
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Page:  53

EtorA crystallized light-skin membrane over the Akashic Body Eiradonis Geleziac Foil. 4

Page:  61

frozen light materialized skin over the Eiradonis Template that is underneath. This Matter
membrane

KAlons in the skin helps expedite this process. Returning to our original biology is

Page:  63

KAlons in the skin helps expedite the following process: 2 Hydrolase Eiradonis Atomic Geleziac

Page:  65

KAlons in the skin? (a) Ozone. (b) uv light. (c) Water.
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Page:  3

Light "matter-skin" membrane composed of EtorA Light-Body Sparks) and the EirA-

"materialized matter-skin" composed of AdorA Spirit-Body Sparks) into merger with the
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Page:  5

as, say, a skinny girl who"s maybe 14 and decides she"s fat because she

actually showing a skinny person back to her but she"s seeing a fat person.

Page:  15

to start just asking the question: What if this is true? You know, maybe

Page:  42

we are not asking you to have blind faith, we are trying to show

Page:  191

EtorA crystallized light-skin membrane over the Akashic Body Eiradonis Geleziac Foil. Now the

Page:  208

the crystalline light-skin matter membrane-that"s like the materialized surface from the Light-

light materialized elemental skin will merge with the DhaLA-LUma Door and Eye of

Page:  211

KAions in the skin, actually help expedite this process of Hydrolase Conversion. And that"s

Page:  227

matter; that matter skin on top of the Eiradonis energies that are coming in

Page:  298

of like lizard skin, or snake skin." It"s the skin ofthe snake, literally. The

skin, or snake skin." It"s the skin ofthe snake, literally. The Golden Serpent that"s

skin." It"s the skin ofthe snake, literally. The Golden Serpent that"s connected to the

Page:  299

what type of skin color, eye color, hair color, so you get an idea

eyes, and light skin. So, he kind of like stood out like a sore



Page:  300

among very tan skinned and black haired people who thought I was like the
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Page:  24

Body and atomic skin" and releasing their "outer light and matter form" as

Page:  42

while I"ve been asking, "Ok Beloveds what is 12 Tribes about? What are

Page:  45

blonds with fair skin and blue eyes most of them, they wear white robes

Page:  65

I think the skin of the Earth or your skin or the crust of

Earth or your skin or the crust of the Earth. So these go with

Page:  73

breaking of the skin will allow them in, from the 3-D elemental level

Page:  89

... not red skin but what are called Red Dragon Race lines. So, at

Page:  105

like around your skin. It goes through your skin too, it is almost like

goes through your skin too, it is almost like a- we call it lava

call it lava skin heats, where it feels like you have lava running over

running over your skin. There will be a flow of Logos coming through the

will coat the skin, you may feel it in your hands and arms particularly

the hot lava skin flashes that you sometimes get with activations. When you can

Page:  106

what they are asking us to do is, when we leave the stand is

Page:  123

sun on your skin. Allow yourself and your senses to notice a sense of



Page:  133

color is their skin, or this kind of thing. Right now, they are simply

Page:  151

you have been asking yourself mentally. You may find a set of three songs

Page:  158

and broken the skin enough, they could do a skin to skin 3-D

could do a skin to skin 3-D assault in order to implant enough

a skin to skin 3-D assault in order to implant enough of their

Page:  161

it"s like lava skin. Everything turns hot and you can"t stand the feel of

Page:  179

I ended up asking the wrong questions. So, anyway, we won"t talk about the

Page:  198

ShAions to your skin in relation to your body. So these would be things

Page:  214

what they are asking us to do, I"m finding out what the ball was

Page:  215

They are also asking us to transfer the keys to them remote and they

Page:  220

sun on your skin. Allow yourself and your senses to notice a sense of

Page:  230

color is their skin, or this kind of thing. Right now, they are simply

Page:  235

closest to your skin, was all pale fuzzy pink. I"ve never seen it in

is the lava skin I"ve been feeling where it feels like the etheric body

call it lava skin, that feeling that I The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  292

12] Ash They"re asking us to do another step right here. It"s not on

Page:  313



are doing is asking to have an agreement with the natural consciousness fields that

Page:  330

these represented the skin keys. What they are, are crystals. They are like crystallized

Page:  332

that They are asking that we do just a couple of little arc breaths,

Page:  333

energy instead of skin, and imagine that moving through the water They"re quite like

Page:  347

are considered the skin crystals, the skin of the Earth, or the skin of

skin crystals, the skin of the Earth, or the skin of your body. If

Earth, or the skin of your body. If you get any of that funny

do with the skin level activating I wonder what"s going to happen when we

Page:  350

to the orange skin and the outside. So, this is what the cross-sections

Page:  361

to rip your skin off, you"re so hot Forget clothes ... take your skin

... take your skin off Then you get the really bad slump right after

Page:  378

out of the skin yet, around the body, it will still be in the

Page:  406

I am continually asking, "alright, I get that, we are part of the

Page:  410

minute they are asking me to do something .. "point out the Crystals."

Page:  412

cause we are asking millions of questions ourselves. So this is where, you don"t

Page:  417

central vertical column asking the question whether or not the particular Code that you

Page:  434

like having 3 skins on most, this is one skin we call it Earth



this is one skin we call it Earth that we are living on, there"ll

middle one, middle skin and then there is Urtha around that It"s the middle

Page:  466

And commanding means asking to have a co-creative relationship with, because you"re
dealing

Page:  470

So they are asking to leave a double there at the end of this

Page:  472

stand so they"re asking us to do the stand as soon after three o"clock

feeling that the tasking of this group is certainly, it feels more intense, and

Page:  500

which is the skin crystals, the ShAion, which is the bone marrow, and the

Page:  506

you know? (asking a participant) Isn"t it 50,000 or something or 80,000 involuntary

Page:  530

the Beloveds are asking us to do first while we"re in the Shadra Geometric

Page:  537

surface of your skin, all over the physical body. Just imagine you can feel
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Page:  8

out of my skin. "They"re so close I"" A lot of times we

Page:  31

a roll of masking tape, or something to mark the carpet, because I"ve forgotten

Page:  32

the code" You"re asking it to provide you with a distinct indication where it

Page:  33

But what I"m asking you to do is by the time we get to

Page:  65

you got your skin through. They"ve asked if there are banks on Urtha. There

Page:  88

texture of their skin and everything because we"re so mutated. We will be healing

Page:  104

little bit of masking tape? Good show. Participant Um, before the projection .. (

Page:  123

time was a skin on an animal? ... no ... those kind of things.

Page:  149

KAions are the skin Krystals all right These, the d-2 ones connect to

and KAion = skin krystal. I know KAion"s skin, it"s just the other 2

I know KAion"s skin, it"s just the other 2 I wasn"t sure which were,

bones and your skin, literally, from those bands in the eye. So this is

So they are asking that we go into the Shadra formation. I will leave

Page:  156

the AdonA are asking us to help them with thrust, which means to use



and they are asking that we assist in the process. So what we will

Page:  158

you like, by asking for the AdorA person who assisted you to get you

visit them once, asking them you know, to come through the silver membrane on

Page:  159

whatever you are asking assistance for So know that you can go back ...

Page:  165

Wait, they are asking me to do something, hold on, excuse me. What? ...

Page:  175

OK. They are asking me to watch with my inner vision. You can do

Page:  214

away and get skinny either, necessarily. It"s a different change. I"m just beginning to

what we were asking for, as far as detail. The stuff has been very

Page:  243

sequence, I"ve been asking them well, OK, if the Fibonachi does this, there must

Page:  253

Ka is the skin, right, the skin of the earth, so these are actually

skin, right, the skin of the earth, so these are actually the KAions, the

the KAions are skin krystals. They are krystalline structures made of various degrees of

stored in the skin and so they are the skin krystals. We come down

they are the skin krystals. We come down to the ShAions, now this will

corresponded to the skin, the ShAions actually correspond in the body to the bone

Page:  254

you have the skin krystals pulling down into the bone marrow. So, there"s this

Page:  256

on my KAion skin krystal. When I go to the ManU in, Eck out,

Page:  275

very pretty blue-skinned people from Sirius B. And they"re one of the line

Page:  320



They have blue skin, and they are quite a bit taller than the average

Page:  327

like ... the skin is like the blue lady on whatever show that was,

Page:  337

[participant asking for more volume] Saturday Graphology Sound people, thank you. I

Page:  352

crystals and the skin crystals, and there are actually interactions that take place when

are in your skin. And they would begin to release frequency and build frequency

Page:  359

fine OK. They"re asking us to just do a real quick three rounds of

Page:  361

Stands what we"re asking them to do when we do the stands is say,

Page:  362

and it"s not asking somebody other than you. Elemental Command is part of your

Page:  370

And I keep asking them "There is this one piece that I"ve been

Page:  427

... ever? (asking Beloveds) Ever. That it can be used because of the

Page:  430

Hez, they are asking if you would lie with your head that way on

Page:  432

wetness on the skin. Try to feel that sensation in your Rasha body. As

Page:  433

just beneath the skin level. It"s almost like a quickening or a tickling or

Page:  451

communicating They are asking us to go to the temples, and they will meet

Page:  509

it"s long and skinny compared to the Kathara grids that, where our guys have

it"s long and skinny and it has strange things instead of just natural crosses



it"s long, it"s skinny comparatively, and it"s got this big V-thing that links

Page:  528

Ma Ta Urs skin crystals Eira Spiri crystals) 1 (from Mana returh -
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Page:  9

Key Journey they"re asking us to do something just a little bit different. Not

Page:  10

extra twist of asking for the Akashic Bypass key in the left hand and

Page:  11

the Akashic Bypass asking for in the left hand the Akashic Bypass at the

Page:  15

Oh, ok, they"re asking if you can do something right before it Can you

Page:  48

out from your skin, as if it"s coming through your pores and forming a

Page:  57

is what they"re asking us to do. We got to get in this shape

Page:  67

mean? I"ve been asking, "what is this going to look like?" for a

Page:  150

understand, right. I"m asking questions going, "Alright, Gha-Fa" is there. Right, got

Page:  171

like really, really skinny and it can also do things to (to Az)

Page:  175

is it this masking as that You know we"re pretty good at tracing the

Page:  178

outside of our skin. And we need to just take our palms and put

Page:  183



on them and asking them to please help you see them and meet them

people now. They"re asking us, up there, they"re asking our Rashas to stand up

up there, they"re asking our Rashas to stand up and to come with them

Page:  185

your Etheric Body skin level of your Rasha Body they may just go into

Page:  186

to feel the skin layer as if there was, as if there are dots

are covering your skin. Right now on this side they are infrasound patterns and

Page:  200

one. I keep asking, please, please, please. Just take us for a ride, just

Page:  205

do, we"re not asking you to endanger yourself, but we are giving you a

Page:  235

Excuse me. Lava skin. Be right there. When you cremate the body, is what

Page:  267

like, they are asking us if we would sit up now like we are

And they"re just asking us to reach out our bi-locate hands-and you

And they"re just asking you to hold it. You don"t have to bring it
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Page:  46

the Pale Silver skin all round your body/etheric body ... and be aware

the Pale Silver skin all round you. 6. Take a few breaths to do
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Page:  133

into a long skinny thing, almost like pulling on a napkin and making it

Page:  134

like liquid lava skin on your Physical Body, just from what the Eiradonis and
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Page:  3

UV Light and skin play in the formation of Hydrose, and the pathway that

crystals in the skin, through the AdorA Domain Ah-JhA Body and out into
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Page:  10

away from the skin. 8. When you feel the "sparking sensation", INHALE FIRMLY,

the outermost "skin" of your Density Aah-JhA Body, as your Spirit Body

Page:  11

what sensations your skin may experience as the Waters flow into your Etheric Body.
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Page:  2

(in the skin), continues within the Spirit Body and Aah-JhA body structures.
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Page:  16

away from the skin. 8. When you feel the "sparking sensation", INHALE FIRMLY,

the outermost "skin" of your Density Aah-JhA Body, as your Spirit Body

Page:  17

what sensations your skin may experience as the Living Waters ftow into your Etheric
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Page:  11

then we suggest asking one"s questions in a loving, appreciative, kindly, sincere Christiac
manner;

own enlightenment, perhaps asking to be directed to where you could find this information.

Page:  13

yourself that is asking for your healing. Every negative experience, negative unpleasant type
of

Page:  73

This I AM! Asking the Right Questions -The Questions for Discernment When you

Art of "Asking the Right questions" in all circumstances is an invaluable tool

Page:  76

ManU frequency and asking yourself a simple question: "Who is driving the bus

Page:  84

questions you are asking, the answers to which presuppose action and effective awareness. "

Page:  91

like a second skin. Use commands or statements to reinforce that others cannot see
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Page:  25

breezes caress your skin lm-Ta-ShA" E"-TU ah-A" jha-en-DO"
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Page:  10

water, various races, skin/hair colors, 4 genders, 8-18" tall-average height-12".

to luminescent-gossamer-skin that perpetually radiates light from within; skin changes colors
with

light from within; skin changes colors with inner-light radiation spectrum, which responds to

into small gossamer-skinned "fish" (no scales or slime); in adolescence transfigure
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Page:  25

water, various races, skin/hair colors, 4 genders, 8-18" tall-average height-12".

to luminescent-gossamer-skin that perpetually radiates light from within; skin changes colors
with

light from within; skin changes colors with inner-light radiation spectrum, which responds to

into small gossamer-skinned "fish " (no scales or slime); in adolescence
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Page:  78

na". And they"re asking us now to do it with our physical hands too,

Page:  82

you, which in asking the ever-willing Currie for the copy-set, we did

Page:  85

if we started asking questions, we wouldn"t ever get anything done, truly. One final

sort of musical skin forms; people just got pots and pans. But if you

Page:  99

that I am asking you to attempt to do, but as a group, if

Page:  137

back of your skin, your skin, the skin on your back, the inside of

your skin, your skin, the skin on your back, the inside of that, right.

your skin, the skin on your back, the inside of that, right. Inhale into

than the little skinny thin air-like ones. OK, the Ah-JhU-na" are

Page:  138

where the small skinnier part is to the right, and it is the one
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water, various races, skin/hair cdors, 4 genders, 8-18" tall-average height-12".

I uminescent-gossamer-skin that perpetually radiates light from within; skin changes colors
with

light from within; skin changes colors with inner-light radiation spectrum, which responds to

into small gossamer-skinned "fish" (no scales or slime); in addescence transfigure
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Page:  9

The art of asking the right questions in all circumstances is an invaluable tool
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Page:  1

which is prepared calfskin, in a script known as "insular majuscule". Its picturesque

Page:  2

Blue AquafarE" were asking us to co-create with them as they assisted us
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Page:  17

mission and they"re asking to co-create with you in the places you go,

Page:  22

the Beloveds are asking us to do now is just look up in our

Page:  24

is, what? I"m asking them what it is because I"m seeing something coming up

Page:  26

like?" I"ve been asking that for 10 years, and getting little bits of answers

Page:  30

a question worth asking. In the MCEO COT-Plate dispensations, the answer to this

Page:  70

is like a skin, like a full skin layer, thin layer of skin, energetic

like a full skin layer, thin layer of skin, energetic skin, over the Meajhe

thin layer of skin, energetic skin, over the Meajhe Field. So, everywhere we have

of skin, energetic skin, over the Meajhe Field. So, everywhere we have that Meajhe

Meajhe had that skin of the Encryption Lattice, well. .. the Chakras also have,

Page:  94

obey what they"re asking and that kind of thing. But remember the objective and

Page:  98

Lattice as the skin around it All right, so these are the levels. This

the D-4 skin is. And if this is thermosphere ... this is the

Page:  107

is like, the skinny point is at the top, and it"s coming down in

sparkles. Ok, they"re asking us to now see if you can sense that same



Page:  122

first thing they"re asking us to do is to just close your eyes and

Page:  129

there? (participant asking question - not audible) A"san Yes ... yep, I said

page. (participant asking question- inaudible) A"san Yes? I"m not convinced (chuckles in
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(more participants asking questions to clarify their position in the Stand) Participant to
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So rather than asking for a volunteer, PamE B. can you do the inner
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and as the skin on the Meajhe fields we have our natural Encryption Lattice-
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have a second skin as they call it. Because right now we have a

we have a skin that hangs on our Encryption Lattice that holds mathematical programs

get a second skin that holds the original patterns that should be there. So

encryption-the second skin encryption from Higher Earth-we wouldn"t have the ability to
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thin, crystalline Second Skin over the Metatronic NET Skin that"s covering our Organic
Dimensional

the Metatronic NET Skin that"s covering our Organic Dimensional Encryption Lattice Spheres.
It says
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Ok, now they"re asking us to put our attention on our AzurA, because at

right, now they"re asking you to envision just a tiny, little Merkaba structure, like
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speed. Ok, they"re asking us to actually amplify the speed of the rotations that

and now they"re asking everybody to hold at the bottom of the next exhale.
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are. Now, they"re asking us to inhale and hold for a moment (all

the breath. They"re asking us to do, simply, 12 charged breaths. And, they"ll fly
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breeze against your skin, or something to make that more physical connection between your

the AquaFar"E are asking us to now just simply breathe it down to where
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they are literally asking us to go. That will maintain the activation levels where
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hanging as a skin on the Meajhe Fields of our Radial Body levels; that
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crystals ... and asking it to co-create with you. And asking it if

with you. And asking it if it has anything that you should be aware
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an energetic "skin" that "floats" over the MeaJ e Field of the
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crystalline "second skin" over the Metatronic NET "skin" that covers your organic

Metatronic NET "skin" that covers your organic Dimensional Encryption Lattice spheres. Your
Encryption
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-I"m really asking that for the audience. A"sha Oh it"s huge. They"re huge
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a question worth asking; in the MCEO COT -Plate dispensations the answer to
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You might try asking them first if they want to work with you. If
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It meets the skinny line (central vertical column) of whatever you have activated,
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spherical tissue capsule skin around our 3-dimensional Hova Body structure. We progressively
heal
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in your own skin and that you don"t need "fixing" ... it"s about
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as absorbed via skin, eyes & breath, interacts with the Kalon, Shalon and Alon
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anatomy, via the skin/crust, blood/lava and bone/mantle-stone, to initiate and
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water, various races, skin/hair colors, 4 genders, 8-18′ tall-average height-12′.

to luminescent-gossamer-skin that perpetually radiates light from within; skin changes colors
with

light from within; skin changes colors with inner-light radiation spectrum, which responds to

into small gossamer-skinned ―fish‖ (no scales or slime); in adolescence transfigure
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tissue. Epidermis of skin. Hair follicles, arrector pili muscles, nails, and epithelium of skin

and epithelium of skin Blood, bone marrow, and lymphoid- glands (sebaceous and
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ear. Dermis of skin. Neuroepithelium of sense organs. Fibrous tunic and vascular tunic of
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too fat, too skinny, too short .... that kind of thing ... that is
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our behalf We"re asking you to do that. I will do that, even if
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you had the skinny Tail. Well, you"re raising the Rod and it"s actually expanding

... that were skinny when your hands were down here. But now that the

Page:  68

[somebody is asking her a question] The what one? Which symbol? Oh, okay,
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position. Now they"re asking all of us to just sit down comfortably right in
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Because I"ve been asking for the extra Monday for probably since about 2005. But
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surprise me. They"re asking us to do the SU"on . some of us do
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them is they"re skinny at the bottoms so they just hold right there so
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humility when you"re asking them to co-create with you and they"ll be glad
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Alright they are asking us to INHALE and HOLD and inhale into the Heart

So they are asking us to INHALE and HOLD for a minute into Chakra-
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clockwise, part They"re asking us to inhale and hold and they"re going to pulse

Okay, now they"re asking us to be aware ... you know how we do

plus one. They"re asking us to be aware of us in the center with
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right on the skin level of your back. So you may feel this like
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and he was asking the 3 Speakers what they thought, "You know, was

writing, vertically. And asking the Beloveds, what am I supposed to do with this?
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humility when you"re asking them to co-create with you, and they"ll be glad
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something. Alright, they"re asking us to inhale and hold and inhale into the heart
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minute. So they"re asking us to inhale and hold for a minute, ???,and
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To Andreas] They"re asking us ... Ok, same??? the chakras as we do. Ok.

clockwise. Ok, they"re asking us to inhale and hold and they"re gonna pulse a
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Ok, now they"re asking to do the ??? ??? They"re asking us to be

??? ??? They"re asking us to be aware of us in the center and
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ray on the skin level of your back, so you may feel this like???
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if you are asking the above questions you came into this world
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are these teachings asking me to place my power?") Those of us that love
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seeking and "asking the right questions;" and for being my dear and beloved
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between your physical skin cells, drawing the inhale breath into your plasma body. 2.

through your physical skin-cell micro-spaces, and back into the air around you.
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between your physical skin cells, drawing the inhale breath into your plasma body. 2.

through your physical skin-cell micro-spas, and back into the air around you.
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heart rate. galvanic skin response. hand \,.,skin temperature, pulse plethysmography and
blood pressure.

response. hand \,.,skin temperature, pulse plethysmography and blood pressure. He found
that SK&
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between your physical skin cells, drawing the inhale breath into your plasma body. 2.

through your physical skin-cell micro-spaces, and back into the air around you.
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Crystalline 11Time-Lock Skin" called the Kalip"sus,or Kalip"sus Barrier. The word Kalip"sus,
means

"Time-Lock Skin" is controlled by a portion of the Chismatic Field called

Crystalline 11Time-Lock Skins". When the 5 Plasma Elemental-Command Control-Templates
fully activate

"Time-Lock Skins", making the Kalip"sus permeable to Intra-time energy flow &
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Interface: KarU"sic outer skin layers, muscle tissue/D-2 Intra-Net & D-3
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"Time-Lock Skin". The 4 Primary Ahu-Stri"-jheic & 1 Master EFFltic
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"Time-Lock Skin", each of its 5 Layers corresponds to one of the

"time-lock skin". When the Kalip"sus open, infusion of frequency spectra ( "
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(KarU"sa/fascia/skin) KAionic Plasma Midle Flows & ARI-Yon"ah (gases/breath)

(KarU"sa/fascia/skin) & ARI-Yon"ah (breath) Encryptions. Chismatic Activation-1 ©
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DreA"ma (KarU"sa/skin/fascia) Ahu-stri"-jheic Plasma Control-Templates of the 12
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DreA"ma (KarU"sa/skinlfascia) Ahu-stri"-jheic Plasma Control-Templates of the 12 Cosmoses
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DreA"ma Skin Code-1 Tone: ah-DhU"-A The Tan-Tri-Ahura
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DreA"ma Skin Code-2 Tone: Esh-Tah"-hu The Tan-Tri-Ahura
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DreA"ma Skin Code-3 Tone: En-Kha"-Lah The Tan-Tri-Ahura
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DreA"ma Skin Code-4 Tone: Dha-WhE"-jha The Tan-Tri-Ahura
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to you. DreA"Ma Skin Codes lntrafascial Amplification Mantra: Ah-Dhu"-A, Esh-Tah-hu,
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"rna "Skin Codes" (DreA"ma Brevity Codes set-1) Chismatic Activation 9
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energetic etheric-rasha skin." 12 Probability Dominions of 1 Density Level of Spirit Body

an "energetic skin" composed of (D-1,4, 7,1 0, 13) Etheric and
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energetic etheric-rasha skin." 12 Probability Dominions of 1 Density The Dha-na-Co-

an "energetic skin" composed of (D-1 ,4, 7,1 0, 13) Etheric
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defensive while simultaneously masking the aggressive intent of the manipulator. • Playing
the servant
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"Time-Lock Skin" called the Kalip"sus.or Kalip"sus Barrier. The word Kalip"sus, means

"Time-Lock Skin" is controlled by a portion of the Chismatic Field called
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"Tim&-Lock-Skin" Barriers surround , _., \ each KarU"sic _, Membrane 5KarU"slc
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"Time-Lock Skin". The 4 Primary Ahu-Stri"·jheic & 1 Master
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Interface: KarU"sic outer skin layers, muscle tissue:D-2 Intra-Net & 0-3
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outward 3" from skin} @ DreA"ma KarU"sa D3 KAylons Middle Tryptoplasmic Chismatic Outer
skin

Tryptoplasmic Chismatic Outer skin layer & muscle tissue @ Sche"ma KarU"sa D3 ShALons
Inner

memory matrix & Skin & Tissue --..v.~ Schema Conscious-Mind Bone Memory Matrix/
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outward 3" from skin) Van Allen Gap (Coronosphere) @ DreA"ma KarU"sa 03 KAylons

Tryptoplasmic Chismatic Outer skin layer & muscle tissue Inner to Upper atmosphere & Inner

memory matrix & Skin & Tissue --..v.~ Schema Conscious-Mind Bone Memory Matrix/
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outward 3" from skin} G+ tE @ DreA"ma KarU"sa D3 KAylons Middle Tryptoplasmic Chismatic

Chismatic • Outer skin layer & muscle tissue H+ to @ Sche"ma KarU"sa D3

matrix & • Skin & Tissue to +H --..v.~ Schema Conscious-Mind
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"llme-Loek Skin". The 4 Prwnary Ahu-Sin" -ftelc & 1 Mastef
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"Time-Lock Skin" create blockages and distortions within the outer Tan-Chi-TEi

"Time-Lock Skin". Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings"" ShiftMasters"" Course Series· Presented by
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outward 3" from skin) Van Allen Gap (Coronosphere) IVA Block---------+-_,.~ Q) DreA"ma
KarU"sa

Tryptoplasmic Chismatic Outer skin layer & muscle tissue Inner to Upper atmosphere & Inner

memory matrix & Skin & Tissue Schema Conscious-Mind Bone Memory Matrix/ outer Fascia
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outward 3" from skin) (Coronosphere) -------.:~ ...... ARi-yon-ah @ DreA"ma KarU"sa

Tryptoplasmic Chismatic Outer skin layer & muscle tissue Upper to Inner Atmosphere @
Sche"ma
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Mind) - KAylons/Skin-Tissue Together, the 4 wheels & 48 aspects (12
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DreA"ma Skin Code-4 Tone: Dha-WhE"-jha Keylontic 1"" Discourses for
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(Victories-DreA"ma-Skin) Subconscious Conscious 15 Attitudes of Mastery 15 Responsibilities
of Mastery
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brushing past your skin. 13. With your Mini-Me TrhU"-ah Body inside of
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(Victories-DreA"ma-Skin) Unconscious Subconscious Conscious Dream-conscious 15 Virtues



15 Attitudes of
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"invisible energy-skin" surrounding and permeating water molecules, bodies of water and
water

"invisible energy-skin" surrounding and permeating water molecules and water vapor in and
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Know that in asking you have received the LUV, and allow the "Flow
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of your physical skin on your right hand, take your physical and TrhU"-ah
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brushing past your skin. 13. With your Mini-Me TrhU"-ah Body inside of
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like an energetic skin surrounding the Lud"far liquids field, the "Shell of Contention"

TrhU"-ah Body skin. Organic TrhU" -ah Body plasmas form organically around the
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ah Body "skin of Lud"-Far Field) is held within the body via
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like an energetic skin surrounding the Lud"far liquids field, the "Shell of Contention"

-ah Body skin. Organic TrhU"-ah Body plasmas form organically around the Lud"far
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ah Body "skin of Lud" -Far Field) is held within the body
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like an energetic skin surrounding the lud"far liquids field, the "Shell of Contention"

-ah Body skin. Organic TrhU" -ah Body plasmas form organically around the
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organic, specialized, KAylon Skin Crystals, and Alon-Prana-Crys:tals in the blood that

that allow the skin to capru.re the energy of sunlight and the EM
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gently dusting the skin after one has passed through a Star Gate and re-
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reted from the skin and turned to powder. Tbt" Anuon.aki would typiC3lly havt"

powder from the skin of the subject capti,·e via electrostatic collection. beforr-
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a "Poison Skin" between the non-manifest Etbos-Ethet·ic Body and
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engmeenng. The blue-skinned U:ohelium are the administrators caSk of the Zeta, govnning
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